CASE STUDY

BMW

HOW LAUNCHING NEW BMW MODELS AFFECTED
CUSTOMER BEHAVIOUR AND RETENTION IN SHOWROOMS
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CHALLENGE & OPPORTUNITY
WALKBASE ENABLED
LUXURY CAR SHOWROOM
TO OPTIMISE PRODUCT
LAUNCHES, CUSTOMER
EVENTS AND WINDOW
MARKETING FOR IMPROVED
CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
AND RETENTION.

New product launches are critical events for both
car manufacturers and dealers. They build on
carefully orchestrated marketing activities ranging
from TV & print, through car displays and customer
events, to PPC and direct CRM marketing.
Related marketing investments are substantial, and
generally divided by dealers and the manufacturer.
Also the potential impacts on awareness, customer
retention and, ultimately, sales are significant.
However, there are two common challenges:
Ø How to measure the impact of each activity?
Ø How to optimise launches and other marketing to
maximise engagement, retention and sales?

SOLUTION
Today’s in-store analytics tools enable showrooms
to adopt the same test-measure-optimise tactics
eCommerce has used for years.
Walkbase Analytics uses existing Wi-Fi and other instore technology to collate real-time data on
customer behaviour. The solution was installed to
BMW and Mini showrooms to get insights on:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
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Conversions, footfall patterns & dwell times
Recurring visit and loyalty patterns
How window marketing affects capture rate
How events affect engagement & retention
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MOTORRAD ANNIVERSARY
Ø
Ø
Ø

50% higher footfall on event day
15% returned after event
3x higher capture rate thanks to
window displays of the new model

Ø

300% increase in footfall to
motorcycle area of the showroom

Ø

36% higher capture in Mini showroom

X5 LAUNCH
Ø

SERIES 4 LAUNCH
Ø On actual launch day, negative impacts
on all key KPIs: footfall, capture rate,
average dwell time

38% higher capture on following week
60% higher customer retention after

Ø
Ø

one week

Ø

129% higher retention after 2 weeks

BMW i LAUNCH

78% higher capture rate on launch day
20% increase in footfall

Ø
Ø Neutral effect on footfall and visit
durations on following week
Ø Retention rates dropped both one
and two weeks after launch

Ø

100% higher footfall on launch day
441% higher capture rate

Ø
Ø Bounce rate dropped
Ø
Ø
Ø

50% of visits were between 5-30mins
216% higher capture rate after week
150% higher capture after two weeks

Data for this case study was collected at BMW Park Lane showrooms during 2013.

KEY FINDINGS
Ø The way each launch was implemented
caused significant variation terms of impacts
to customer engagement and retention
Ø Some launches created strong on-day
impacts but no long-lasting impacts,
and vice versa
Ø Both Motorrad and BMW i events managed
to create significant positive effects on both
short and long term
Ø Increases in footfall and dwell times did have
direct impacts on sales, thus boosting the ROI
on marketing activities.
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ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS
Ø Changes in window marketing had up
to 63% impact on capture rates and up
to 42% impact on people stopping
outside window
Ø Most recurring visits occurred on
weekdays, while most new visitors
entered on Saturdays
Ø Generally, strong performance
variations between individual stores
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CONCLUSION
WI-FI ANALYTICS REVEALED STRONG DIFFERENCES IN HOW
DIFFERENT NEW MODEL LAUNCHES WERE ABLE TO DRIVE
CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT AND RETENTION – BOTH REALTIME AND POST LAUNCH. BY STUDYING DETAILED
BEHAVIOUR PATTERNS AND CONVERSIONS, SEVERAL
ACTIONS AND PRACTICES WERE IDENTIFIED TO LEVEL OUT
THE DIFFERENCES. SUBSEQUENT SYSTEMATIC TRACKING OF
PERFORMANCE ENSURED CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT IN
MARKETING PERFORMANCE.

ABOUT WALKBASE
Walkbase is the leading in-store analytics and marketing solution for
retailers. Just like web analytics platforms have revolutionised the online
shopping experience, Walkbase provides the same level of measurability
and smartphone enabled personalisation to brick-and-mortar stores.
Based on indoor location technology, the platform provides real-time
analytics on customers’ habits so the same level of personalisation can
apply in brick-and-mortar as it does online. It analyses in-store customer
patterns, measures and optimises the impact of marketing on physical
stores, engages customers with personalised in-store marketing, and links
the online and offline customer journeys together.
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